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Abstract 

Tsunami resonance excitation induces tsunami amplification, persistent oscillation, and strong current velocities, 
which may enlarge coastal hazards in tsunamigenic areas. Historically, the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet trig‑
gered tsunamis that affected the south Taiwan coast. Studying the resonance features based on past tsunamis is 
important for assessing tsunami hazards and obtaining critical disaster mitigation information. Here, we elucidate the 
tsunami resonance oscillation and its impacts along the south Taiwan coast based on synthetic assessment of tsuna‑
mis induced by the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet. A numerical simulation was performed to replicate the  2006 
Pingtung earthquake doublet tsunamis. Then, spatially integrated spectra were obtained via spatiotemporal analysis. 
The results were compared to tsunami spectra at tide gauges to identify the main oscillation modes, suggesting the 
main oscillation modes had 13–50 min periods during the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet tsunamis. The tsunami 
resonance oscillations were analyzed based on the main oscillation modes. In the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet 
tsunamis, edge waves occurred along the south Taiwan west coast in most oscillation modes. The Hengchun Penin‑
sula prevents tsunami oscillation transmission, and only part of the oscillation energy at certain periods propagates 
to the east coast. Furthermore, the spectral amplitude distribution migration across the period domain revealed that 
energy amplification is a frequency‑dependent phenomenon and is responsible for the large tsunami heights and 
strong tsunami‑induced current velocities distributed along the south Taiwan coast during this past tsunami.

Introduction
Tsunami resonance is wave fluctuation triggered by mul-
tiple wave reflections and the interference of incident 
tsunamis at the boundary of a bay or continental shelf 
(Abe 2009; Koshimura 2002; Koshimura et  al. 1996). 
The resonance process is excited when the incident tsu-
nami arrives inside the semienveloped basin of a bay 

or continental shelf. This coastal process can be strong 
depending on the tsunami wavelength. It can trigger 
natural oscillation when the incident tsunami period 
is consistent with the fundamental modes of the local 
bathymetry (Loomis 1966; Yamanaka and Nakamura 
2020; Koyano et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021). The excita-
tion of the natural oscillation can cause larger tsunami 
hazards with higher run-up, amplified tsunami height 
and persistent tsunami oscillation (Munger and Cheung 
2008; Roeber et  al. 2010; Yamazaki and Cheung 2011; 
Melgar and Ruiz-Angulo 2018; Heidarzadeh et al. 2021). 
In addition, the strong current velocities induced by 
high-energy tsunamis inside bays or ports can result in 
severe damage to marine vessels and aquacultural facili-
ties (Suppasri et al. 2014, 2018; Muhari et al. 2015). The 
coupling of wave shoaling and the resonant response of 
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coastal topography to the incident tsunami can increase 
the level of coastal hazards. For instance, such coupling 
in Sendai Bay, Japan, was responsible for large tsunami 
waves with heights of up to 1.5  m following the 2016 
Fukushima earthquake, which is unexpected from an Mw 
6.9 earthquake (Suppasri et al. 2017; Adriano et al. 2018).

Relevant methods have been developed and applied 
to analyze tsunami resonance characteristics in tsu-
namigenic areas worldwide. For example, Yamazaki and 
Cheung (2011) investigated tsunami trapping and energy 
amplification over the continental shelf of the 2010 
Chile earthquake tsunami. They applied spectral analy-
sis to the synthetic time series computed at all calculated 
grids from numerical modeling to examine the patterns 
of large-scale tsunami oscillation and its impacts on the 
Chilean coast. Aránguiz (2015) found the natural oscil-
lation modes of Concepcion Bay, Chile, using empirical 
orthogonal function (EOF) analysis. They found that the 
large tsunami amplification at the south shore of Con-
cepcion Bay, Chile, from the 1960 and 2010 earthquake 
tsunamis was related to tsunami resonance and cou-
pling between shelf resonance and natural oscillation of 
the bay. Tanioka et al. (2019) numerically computed the 
natural oscillation modes inside Hakodate Bay, Japan, by 
solving the eigenvalues of natural oscillation modes cal-
culated from linear water equations. They found that the 
large later phases observed in Hakodate Bay, Japan, from 
the 2011 Tohoku-oki earthquake tsunami were mainly 
excited by the bay resonance. Heidarzadeh et  al. (2021) 
studied the long period tsunami oscillation (> 20 h) in the 
basin of the Aegean Sea basin following the recent Mw 7.0 
earthquake using spectral analysis. They concluded that 
the long tsunami duration recorded at several tide gauges 
can be attributed to basin and subbasin oscillations inside 
the Aegean Sea. In Taiwan, Cheng et  al. (2023) applied 
wavelet transform analysis to tsunami time series from 
tide gauge records to investigate the wave trapping of the 
2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet. They found that the 
trapping of incident tsunamis due to the local topography 
and continental shelf in front of the Hengchun Peninsula 
are responsible for tsunami amplification and persis-
tent oscillation. Most recently, Heidarzadeh et al. (2022) 
applied wavelet analysis to DART and tide gauge records 
and showed that the dominant modes during the Janu-
ary 2022 Tonga tsunami were 4–7  min and 10–17  min, 
respectively.

Positioned at the convergent boundaries between the 
Eurasian Plate and Philippine Sea Plate, Taiwan is under 
the potential threat of earthquake tsunamis. The esti-
mated convergent rate at the boundary region is approxi-
mately 80–85 mm  yr−1 (Hsu et al. 2009, 2012; Sun et al. 
2018); therefore, earthquake activities are frequent both 
on and offshore Taiwan. The large shallow earthquakes 

that occur offshore Taiwan are tsunamigenic, and the 
most well-known historical earthquake-generated tsuna-
mis that occurred around Taiwan are the 1771 Yaeyama 
earthquake  tsunami (Imamura et  al. 2001; Nakamura 
2009; Miyazawa et al. 2012; Okinawa Prefectural Govern-
ment 2015), 1867 Keelung earthquake  tsunami (Cheng 
et al. 2016; Sugawara et al. 2019), and the 2006 Pingtung 
earthquake doublet tsunami (Wu et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 
2023). In previous studies, many attempts have been 
made to investigate the earthquake source characteris-
tics and generation mechanisms of historical tsunamis. 
However, the tsunami resonance characteristics and the 
oscillation patterns along the Taiwan coast, especially in 
southern Taiwan and the Hengchun Peninsula, have not 
been well-investigated. It is critical to study the reso-
nance features from past tsunamis, as it is an important 
step toward understanding tsunami hazards in Taiwan.

In this study, the tsunami wave as well as the resonance 
characteristics in southern Taiwan were studied, consid-
ering the tsunami sources of the 2006 Pingtung earth-
quake doublet. The structure of this study included the 
following three aspects: (1) replicate the past tsunamis 
of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet, (2) perform 
spatiotemporal analysis on the process time series of 
the modeled tsunami wavefield and determine the main 
oscillation modes, and (3) analyze the tsunami oscillation 
patterns and resonant process with a focus on the main 
oscillation modes. The present study is the first attempt 
to investigate the tsunami oscillation patterns and reso-
nance characteristics in southern Taiwan based on the 
synthetic assessment of modeled earthquake-generated 
historical tsunamis of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake 
doublet. The findings of this work, combined with earlier 
studies, have implications for coastal management and 
emergency planning to reduce disaster risks from future 
tsunamis.

Tsunami data
Observed tsunami data
Tide gauge data offer one source of information on tsu-
nami wave patterns by reflecting time series changes in 
sea levels at coastal sites (Otake et al. 2020). The coastal 
tide records of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake in south-
ern Taiwan are collected. Recorded data from the three 
coastal tide gauges are obtained and used for analysis: 
Dongkung, Houbihu, and Chengkung. The Dongkung 
tide gauge is located on the west coast. The Houbihu 
tide gauge is located on the cape of the Hengchun Penin-
sula. The Chengkung tide gauge is located on the Pacific 
Ocean side of Taiwan. These tide gauges belong to and 
are operated by the Central Weather Bureau (CWB), 
(R.O.C., Republic of China). All tide gauge recorded data 
have a sampling rate of 6  min. The distribution of the 
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observation points is plotted in Fig. 1b, and the detailed 
information is listed in Table 1.

To obtain the tsunami signals, a high-pass filter was 
applied with a cutoff frequency of 0.000138 Hz (7200 s) 
to remove the low-frequency tide components from the 
observed signals (Heidarzadeh and Satake 2013; Ren et al. 
2021; Wang et al. 2022a). Based on the study by Heidar-
zadeh et al. (2015), the bandpass approach is an efficient 
method that can produce tsunami waveforms that are 
similar to those removing the calculated tide components 
from the observed records. The respective earthquake 
occurrence time (EOT) of the dual earthquakes is 20:26 (national standard time) and 20:34 (national standard 

time). Therefore, the time series between 20:00 (national 
standard time) on 26 December 2006 to 02:00 (national 
standard time) on 27 December 2006 was chosen for 
analysis. The observed tsunami signals serve as refer-
ences to confirm the performance of tsunami simulation.

Synthetic tsunami waveforms
In addition to the observed tsunami data, synthetic tsu-
namis of two main earthquake sources around the Tai-
wan region are considered and simulated in this study: 
the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet (Mw 7.0 and Mw 
6.9;Wu et al. 2008; Cheng et al. 2023), a successive source 
off the coast of Pingtung County, Taiwan. The epicenters 
of the dual earthquakes are shown in Fig. 1a.

The synthetic tsunami waveforms are obtained from 
the forward tsunami simulations. As the initial condition 
for forward tsunami simulation, the water level changes, 
because the instantaneous crustal deformation of fault 
rupture should be inputted as a tsunami source. For the 
case of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet, the tsu-
nami sources were modeled based on Cheng et al. (2023). 
The tsunami source model by Cheng et al. (2023) for the 
2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet was inferred by sen-
sitivity analysis based on relevant cases of forward tsu-
nami simulations and tide gauge records. The tsunami 
source model comprises two single faults with a fault area 
of 40 km × 20 km and uniform slips of 1.66 m (the first 
earthquake, Mw 7.0) and 1.17 m (the second earthquake, 
Mw 6.9). The fault orientation of the first earthquake 
shows a strike of 319°, dip of 69°, and rake of − 102°, and 
the second earthquake shows a strike of 151°, dip of 48°, 
and rake of 0°. The central depths of the first and second 
earthquakes are 20 km and 33 km, respectively. The ini-
tial water levels calculated from these tsunami sources 
were directly inputted into the propagation model to pro-
duce the synthetic tsunami waveforms. The fault param-
eters of each source model for generating tsunamis are 
summarized in Table 2. The earthquake source models of 
the two tsunamis are plotted in Fig. 2a.

Fig. 1 Bathymetry maps of nested computational domains of a 
grid‑1 and b grid‑2. The green rectangle represents the area of 
grid‑2. Green triangles indicate coastal tide gauges, and white circles 
indicate the coastal site locations. Orange circles show earthquake 
events with magnitudes (Mw) > 7.0, and magenta circles illustrate 
events with magnitudes (Mw) > 8.0. The earthquake information is 
based on the USGS catalog. Yellow stars represent the locations of 
earthquake epicenters, and the red beach balls represent the focal 
mechanisms of the target tsunami events induced by the 2006 
Pingtung earthquake doublet

Table 1 Information on the observation points used for tsunami 
waveform calculations and Fourier analyses in this study

The depth refers to the sea depth at the respective locations in the bathymetry 
data

Tide gauge Longitude 
(oE)

Latitude (oN) Wave gauge Sea depth  
(m)

Dongkung 120.43 22.46 Tide gauge 12.0

Houbihu 120.74 21.94 Tide gauge 5.0

Chengkung 121.38 23.09 Tide gauge 8.0
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For model validation purposes, the synthetic tsunami 
waveforms calculated from the tsunami simulation were 
compared to observed tsunami records at three coastal 
tide gauges. The locations of the tide gauges operated by 
the CWB were adopted as our output points for produc-
ing synthetic tsunami waveforms.

Bathymetry data
In this study, the bathymetry data of the computational 
domain for tsunami simulation were created from the 
15 arcsec grid resolution of GEBCO-2021. Figure  1 
shows the computational domain adopted for the tsu-
nami simulation. To save computational time, two 
levels of nested grids were employed for the tsunami 
simulation. The ratio of grid size between the neigh-
boring layers was set to 3:1 to satisfy the requirement 
of the TUNAMI-N2 package. Grid-1 covers the entire 
computational area (119.5/132.3/16.3/29.2) with a grid 
resolution of 450 m. Grid-2 includes all coastal tide sta-
tions and synthetic wave gauges in the region of interest 
(119.6/121.9/20.8/23.5) with a finer bathymetry grid of 
150  m. The tsunami signals at coastal sites are strongly 
affected by the interaction between incoming tsunami 
waves and the shape of the bordering coastline.

Methods
Numerical tsunami simulation
The purpose of performing a tsunami simulation is to 
calculate the synthetic waveforms and tsunami wave-
field in a spatial domain for waveform and spatiotempo-
ral analysis. For the tsunami simulation, the numerical 
package TUNAMI-N2 (Tohoku University’s Numerical 

Analysis Model for Investigation of Nearfield Tsunamis 
No. 2) was used to numerically compute the tsunami 
propagation from the source area to the coastal region. 
The TUNAMI-N2 solves the nonlinear theory of the 
shallow water equation using a leap-frog scheme on a 
staggered grid system (Imamura 1996; Goto et al. 1997). 
The nonlinear theory of the shallow water equation on 
the Cartesian coordinate system is presented in Eqs. (1)–
(3). A finite difference method is employed to solve the 
nonlinear equations:

where η is the water level, M and N are the discharge 
fluxes in the x and y directions, respectively, D is the 
total water depth, g is the gravitational acceleration 
value 9.8  m   s−1, and n is Manning’s roughness coeffi-
cient. This nonlinear model accounts for the friction at 
the sea bottom that possesses energy dissipation, which 
is represented by Manning’s roughness coefficient. 
Manning’s roughness coefficient was equivalently set 
to 0.025 s   m−1/3 for the bottom friction at sea or on dry 
land. The simulation time step for the time domain in the 
nested grids was set to 0.1 s to satisfy the stability condi-
tion in numerical modeling. The tsunami simulation was 
conducted for an elapsed time of 5 h for the 2006 Ping-
tung earthquake doublet. The elapsed time windows of 
5  h is appropriate for the tsunami durations according 
to the size of  the event. The tsunami inundation calcu-
lation was not included in the simulation, as it required 
high-resolution near-ocean bathymetry and land data; 
thus, the reflective boundary condition was due to the 
coastline.

Okada’s theory (Okada 1985) was employed to calcu-
late the coseismic vertical seafloor deformation based on 
the rectangular fault model using the fault parameters of 
earthquake sources. In addition, the horizontal seafloor 
deformation acting on bathymetric slopes can strengthen 
tsunamis; hence, the contribution of horizontal seafloor 
deformation to tsunami generation was considered fol-
lowing Eq.  (4), which were introduced by Tanioka and 
Satake 1996:
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Table 2 Fault parameters for the 2006 Pingtung earthquake 
doublet to generate tsunamis in this study

Fault parameters for the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet

Reference Cheng et al. (2023)

Earthquake EQ-1 EQ-2

Longitude (°E) 120.55 120.49

Latitude (°N) 21.80 21.97

Length (km) 40 40

Width (km) 20 20

Depth (km) 20 33

Slip (m) 1.66 1.17

Strike (deg) 319 151

Dip (deg) 69 48

Rake (deg)  − 102 0

Mw 7.0 6.9
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Fig. 2 a Tsunami source models of the 2006 Pingtung earthquakes proposed by Cheng et al. (2023). b Initial water level change of  Dz and 
 Dz +  Dh in grid‑2 triggered by the 2006 Pingtung earthquakes.  Green triangles indicate the tide gauges. Black rectangles illustrate the fault 
area. Yellow stars represent the locations of earthquake epicenters, and the red beach balls represent the focal mechanisms. Orange circles show 
the aftershocks that occurred in 1 day. “U” and “S” indicate “uplift” and “subsidence”, respectively
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where Dx and Dy are the horizontal seafloor deforma-
tion in the x and y directions, respectively, H is the 
water depth (positive downward), Dh is the vertical sea-
floor deformation contributed by the horizontal seafloor 
deformation acting on the bathymetric slope, Dz is the 
vertical seafloor deformation calculated from Okada’s 
theory, and Dz + Dh is the total vertical seafloor deforma-
tion. The initial tsunami wavefield is assumed to be the 
same as the total vertical seafloor deformation and was 
inputted as the initial condition for propagation compu-
tation in the TUNAMI-N2 package. The map of vertical 
seafloor deformation (Dz) and the total vertical seafloor 
deformation (Dz + Dh) are plotted in Fig. 2b.

Tsunami waveform and Fourier analysis
To evaluate the performance of the numerical tsunami 
simulation, the synthetic tsunami waveforms obtained 
from the tsunami simulation are compared to the 
observed tsunami records at corresponding coastal 
tide gauges.

After comparing the time series water elevation, the 
synthetic and observed tsunami waveforms at coastal 
tide gauges are studied in the frequency domain using 
Fourier analysis. The Fourier analysis has been widely 
used in tsunami research and has significantly aided 
in analyzing tsunami characteristics (Sheehan et  al. 
2015; Heidarzadeh and Satake 2017; Heidarzadeh et al. 
2017; Wang et al. 2022a). The Fourier analysis reveals 
tsunami oscillation patterns with their frequency char-
acteristics. The Fourier analysis is performed based 
on the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm using 
the updated library Numpy, which is included in the 
Python package (Harris et  al. 2020). In this study, 
Fourier analysis was selected instead of wavelet trans-
form analysis, as it calculates the spectral amplitude 
and phase angle as a formula of the period, which 
are essential information to improve the understand-
ing of the oscillation patterns, especially in resonance 
behavior. Hence, it has been widely applied in tsunami 
resonance analysis (Roeber et  al. 2010; Yamazaki and 
Cheung 2011).

Fourier analysis is applied to both synthetic and 
observed tsunami waveforms at each coastal tide gauge 
to identify the most energetic or predominant periods 
that may be related to tsunami resonance. The syn-
thetic and observed time series of 5 h were adopted as 
inputs for Fourier analysis. From the Fourier analysis, 

(4)Dh = Dx
dH

dx
+ Dy

dH

dy

the tsunami spectra illustrate the spectral amplitudes 
at corresponding periods. The spectral peaks of tsu-
nami spectra show the energetic wave periods at 
coastal tide gauges during the tsunami. The synthetic 
spectra are compared to the observed spectra to deter-
mine the spectral peaks at coastal tide gauges in each 
tsunami.

Spatiotemporal analysis
The analysis of tsunami resonance requires identification 
of the main oscillation modes at coastal tide gauges and 
their spatial characteristics (Cortés et al. 2017; Ren et al. 
2021; Wang et al. 2022b). Thus, Fourier analysis was per-
formed on the process time series of the entire domain 
of 119.6–121.9°E and 20.8–23.5°N, which is regarded as 
Grid-2 in our nested computational domain (Fig.  1b). 
Such spatiotemporal analysis is conducted based on the 
simulated results, as the analysis requires the migration 
of entire tsunami wavefields in the time series. The com-
putational domain of Grid-2 covers southern Taiwan 
and coastal water with a grid resolution of 150 m, which 
comprises 1612 and 1891 grids in the x and y direc-
tions, respectively. In this domain, the simulated tsu-
nami amplitudes at all grids were output as snapshots in 
minutes and then adopted as inputs for spatiotemporal 
analysis. Furthermore, the grids of land, rivers, and lakes 
are excluded using a zero mask according to the GEBCO-
2021 topographic data, but no resampling was applied to 
the simulated tsunami wavefields employed for the spati-
otemporal analysis.

The main oscillation modes are determined from the 
Fourier analysis results of the whole tsunami wavefield 
and coastal tide gauges. The spatially integrated spectrum 
is estimated to approach the most compatible modes, and 
it can be obtained from Eq. (5), which was introduced by 
Catalán et al. 2015:

where S
(

x, y, p
)

 is the spectrum calculated at each grid, 
and Ŝ(p) represents the mean value of the spatially inte-
grated spectrum corresponding to period p. The spatially 
integrated spectra for both the 2006 Pingtung earthquake 
doublet is computed and compared with the energetic 
periods of spectral peaks obtained at the coastal tide 
gauges to identify the main modes of tsunami oscillation 
that may be related to the resonant process. The spatial 
distribution of S

(

x, y, p
)

 and corresponding phase angles 
of the identified oscillation modes of the two tsunamis 
are shown, as described in “Spatiotemporal analysis” 
section.

(5)̂S(p) =

∫∫

S
(

x, y, p
)

dxdy
∫∫

dxdy
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Simulated tsunami wavefield and waveform 
analysis
Simulated tsunami wavefield
The simulated snapshots of tsunami propagation for the 
2006 Pingtung earthquake are shown in Fig. 3. The tsu-
nami propagates toward the west coast of Taiwan after 
it is generated offshore of southern Taiwan, and only a 
small portion of the tsunami wave diffracts over the pen-
insula to the east coast. This process is natural, as the 
continental shelf that extends in front of the west coast 
has shallower depths compared to the east coast. The 
tsunami wave is reflected from the shoreline and trans-
mitted toward the Taiwan Strait at a slower speed with 
shorter wavelengths after arriving at the Houbihu and 

Dongkung tide gauges, while part of the tsunami wave is 
trapped over the continental shelf and propagated along 
the southwest coast as an edge wave. The southwest 
coast is a very shallow and wide embayment. According 
to this coastal feature, the edge wave amplified due to 
wave shoaling and refracted inside the embayment. The 
tsunami wave was amplified due to the superposition of 
the incoming incident and edge wave. Moreover, another 
explanation for the amplified tsunami along the south-
west coast might be attributed to the excitation of natural 
oscillation due to shelf resonance. The tsunami oscil-
lation along the west coast lasts for several hours after 
its generation and is gradually weakened because of the 
absorption and the effect of bottom friction among the 

Fig. 3 Snapshots of simulated tsunami propagation in southern Taiwan induced by the 2006 Pingtung earthquakes. Green triangles represent tide 
gauges. White circles indicate the coastal site locations. The 200 m depth contour is represented by a dark yellow line
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continental shelves; hence, a simulated tsunami wavefield 
total elapsed time of 5 h following the earthquake occur-
rence was adopted for analyzing the tsunami resonance 
of the 2006 Pingtung earthquakes.

The large tsunami heights and the strong tsunami-
induced current velocity are important consequences 
associated with the resonance behaviors (Borrero et al. 
2015). To shed light on the tsunami resonance charac-
teristics in southern Taiwan, the simulated maximum 
tsunami height and maximum current velocity maps 
are plotted in Fig.  8b, c, respectively. The tsunami 
energy is released off the coast of southwest Taiwan, 
which occupies most regions along the west coast. The 

large waves and current velocities are concentrated 
along the west coast, especially at the Dongkung tide 
gauge and the Linbian, Checheng, and Houbihu tide 
gauges. The apparent tsunami energy measured along 
the west coast could be attributed to wave refraction, 
which transmits the energy of the incident tsunami.

Time series
Figure  4a shows the synthetic and observed tsunami 
waveforms at three coastal tide gauges from the 2006 
Pingtung earthquake doublet. The leading waves of 
all observed tsunami waveforms are troughs, but the 
maximum crest amplitudes vary by coastal gauges. For 

Fig. 4 Synthetic and observed a tsunami waveforms and b tsunami spectra of the 2006 Pingtung tsunami. The blue and green circles show the 
comparison of synthetic energetic periods with observed values. The peak periods on the spectra are marked with a gray dashed line
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example, the largest crest amplitude at the Houbihu 
tide gauge exceeds 25  cm, because it is located near 
the tsunami source region, while the maximum value 
of 5–10  cm was measured at the Chengkung and 
Dongkung tide gauges. Another characteristic of the 
observed and synthetic tsunami waveforms was that 
the largest wave mostly did not show the first and per-
sistent oscillation in the later phase, which reveals the 
effect of the resonance process in the bay or continental 
shelf, where the coastal tide gauge is located.

The arrival times of the synthetic waveforms all agree 
with those of the observed records of the 2006 Pingtung 
earthquake tsunami at all three coastal tide gauges. The 
tsunami amplitudes of the synthetic waveforms were 
also well-reproduced, including the first wave and later 
phases, at the Dongkung and Chengkung tide gauges. 
However, the synthetic waveform at the Houbihu tide 
gauge was well-replicated in the first crest but slightly 
underestimated in the second and third wave crests. 
The discrepancy can be primarily attributed to the 
bathymetry grids employed for the tsunami simulation. 
In this study, the finest grid resolution of 150  m for 
Grid-2 was adopted due to the lack of detailed bathy-
metric data for accurate simulation of the areas around 
the coastal tide gauges. Nevertheless, the tsunami 
simulation still presented satisfactory performances in 
reproducing the tsunami behaviors in both time series 
and spectral properties (Fig. 4).

To quantitatively measure the numerical perfor-
mance, the criterion introduced by Aida (1978) was 
employed to calculate the forecast accuracy of the 
tsunami simulation. This criterion has been applied 
to evaluate the quality-of-match between numerical 
results and observed records to ensure the reproduc-
ibility of the tsunami wave source and propagation 
model, which is a common procedure (Otake et  al. 
2020; Heidarzadeh and Mulia 2021; Wang et al. 2022b). 
The geometric mean ratio (K) of the synthetic (Hs) and 
observed (Ho) amplitudes are calculated from Eq.  (6), 
and the forecast accuracy can be obtained using Eq. (7):

where N is the total number of coastal tide gauges. The 
calculated geometric mean ratio (K) and forecast accu-
racy are summarized in Table  3. Considering the tsu-
nami waveforms at all three coastal tide gauges, the 
geometric mean ratio (K) is calculated as 1.04 and 0.86 
for the synthetic first wave and maximum wave heights, 
respectively, where the forecast accuracy can be derived 

(6)log(K ) =
1

N

∑

log
Ho

Hs

(7)
1

K
× 100%(K ≥ 1) or K × 100%(K < 1)

as 96.01% and 85.52%, respectively. These results reveal 
that it is appropriate to use the source model of Cheng 
et  al. 2023 as the wave source to simulate the tsunami 
wavefields of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake with the 
TUNAMI-N2 package.

Fourier analysis
Figure 4b shows the results of the Fourier analyses for the 
synthetic and observed tsunami waveforms of two tsu-
nami events at three coastal tide gauges, which are repre-
sented as tsunami spectra. The tsunami spectra describe 
the spectral patterns that were mainly affected by the 
tsunami source, propagation path, and local bathymetry. 
According to previous research, the resonant process 
can be excited by either the tsunami source or the local 
bathymetry effects (Yamazaki and Cheung 2011; Cortés 
et al. 2017). In this study, tsunami simulation is used for 
the spatiotemporal analysis to study the resonance char-
acteristics based on their spectral patterns in a spatial 
domain. Therefore, it is important to compare the spectra 
of synthetic and observed tsunami signals in addition to 
the time series to confirm the quality of tsunami simu-
lation to study the spectral characteristics of tsunami 
behaviors.

In the spectral domain, the spectral amplitude of syn-
thetic tsunami spectra is generally consistent with those 
of the observed records of the 2006 Pingtung earthquakes 
at three coastal tide gauges with similar shapes and ener-
getic peaks. To quantitatively evaluate the quality of the 
match, the discrepancy percentage (D) between the most 
energetic periods of synthetic (Ps) and observed (Po) tsu-
nami waveforms can be evaluated using Eq. (8):

The energetic peak periods of synthetic and observed 
tsunami signals at three coastal tide gauges and their dis-
crepancy percentages are summarized in Table  4. Con-
sidering the criterion suggested by Cortés et  al. (2017) 
and Wang et  al. (2021), the numerical results are com-
patible when the period discrepancy of the energetic 
peaks is less than 10%. The period discrepancy can be 
attributed to the resolution of the nearshore bathymetric 

(8)D(%) =
Ps − Po

Po

Table 3 Validation of synthetic waveforms at tide gauges from 
the 2006 Pingtung earthquake tsunami based on criterion of 
Aida, (1978)

First wave Maximum wave

Geometric mean ratio (K) 1.04 0.86

Accuracy (%) 96.01 85.52
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grids used for the tsunami simulation, where the coastal 
structures are not included due to the lack of grid reso-
lution (Ren et  al. 2021). The calculated energetic peak 
periods from the tsunami simulation are mostly located 
in the reasonable domain; however, the period discrep-
ancy between synthetic and observed signals of 17.7 and 
15.1  min at Houbihu is slightly larger than 10%. In this 
sense, the numerical results present a satisfactory per-
formance in reproducing the tsunami spectra, and it is 
reasonable to use the simulation results for the Fourier 
analysis in a spatial domain. The simulated energetic peak 
periods serve as a reference to identify the main oscilla-
tion modes of the two tsunami events for tsunami reso-
nance analysis.

Spatiotemporal analysis
Identification of the main oscillation modes
To analyze the resonance characteristics due to tsuna-
mis caused by the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet in 
southern Taiwan, the main oscillation modes are identi-
fied from the comparison of spatially integrated spectra 
of the entire domain of Grid-2 and the energetic peak 

periods at individual stations. A similar approach has 
been applied in previous studies by Catalán et al. (2015) 
and Wang et  al. (2022a, b) to identify the resonant 
modes of the 2004 Pisagua and 2021 Alaska earthquake 
tsunamis. In Fig. 5, black curves illustrate the spatially 
integrated spectra calculated from the Fourier analy-
sis results of all computational grids, and the symbols 
represent the calculated tsunami spectra at each coastal 
tide gauge in each tsunami scenario.

Based on the results of Fourier analysis, six main 
oscillation modes of 50  min, 38  min, 20  min, 18  min, 
15 min, and 13 min were identified for the 2006 Ping-
tung earthquake doublet, as the spatially integrated 
spectra and stationary spectra both show evident peaks 
in these periods.

According to Cheng et al. (2023), the tsunami source 
spectrum of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet 
was identified in the range of 13.6–23.1  min with the 
source dimensions varied from 20 to 40  km around 
the seafloor depth of approximately 300 m. It is noted 
that the tsunami source spectrum occurs over a 
period band rather than a single period because of the 

Table 4 Validation of synthetic energetic periods at tide gauges from the 2006 Pingtung earthquake tsunami

The values were calculated from Fourier analyses. The energetic periods of the observed and synthetic waveforms are shown in green and blue circles in Fig. 4

Tide gauge Dongkung Houbihu Chengkung

Data Syn. Obs. Discr. (%) Syn. Obs. Discr. (%) Syn. Obs. Discr. (%)

Periods (min) 50.2 50.2 0 37.6 37.6 0 17.7 16.7 6

18.8 20.1  − 6 21.5 23.2  − 7 13.7 14.3  − 4

15.1 15.8  − 4 17.7 15.1 17

12.5 13.7  − 9

Fig. 5 Comparison of spatially integrated spectra (black solid line) and the stationary spectra (colorful symbols) of the 2006 Pingtung tsunami. The 
identified main oscillation modes for the respective tsunamis are marked with gray dashed lines
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non-uniform shape and non-instantaneous rupture of 
coseismic crustal deformation. Moreover, according to 
Abe (2009), the natural periods in the semi-enveloped 
basins of the bays or continental shelf can be calculated 
using Merian’s equation, as shown in Eq. (9):

where Tn is the natural period of the bay or shelf, L is the 
dimension measured in the direction perpendicular to 
the entrance of the bay or shelf, h is the water depth of 
the bay or shelf, and n = 0, 1, 2, …, which provides vari-
ous fundamental modes. The coast around southwest 
Taiwan extends with a constant slope for around 20 km, 
and the sea depth at the edge of the shelf is around 
250 m. From the bathymetry data of GEBCO, the mean 
sea depth of the shelf is estimated to be 75–125 m. The 
natural period  (n=0) of the shelf was calculated to be 
38.1–49.1 min. Therefore, the main oscillation periods of 
13 min, 15 min, 18 min and 20 min were strongly affected 
by the tsunami source periods, whereas the local bathym-
etry, such as shelf features, played a key role in other 
oscillation periods.

The identified oscillation modes of the respective tsu-
namis are employed for tsunami resonance analysis 
based on the spatial distribution of the spectral ampli-
tudes and the phase angles, as presented in “Resonance 
impacts” section.

Resonance impacts
Figures 6 and 7 show the spatial distribution of the spec-
tral amplitudes and the phase angles, respectively, of the 
identified oscillation modes for southern Taiwan with 
periods of 13–50  min during the 2006 Pingtung earth-
quake doublet. The spectral amplitude and phase angles 
were calculated from the Fourier analysis of the simu-
lated time series of each grid. The tsunami oscillation at 
50  min illustrates a high energy tsunami wave system, 
with an antinode appearing over the shelf along the west 
coast (Figs. 6a, 7a). The antinode contains high tsunami 
energy, which matched the energetic peaks of 50.2 min on 
the spectrum at the Dongkung tide gauge (Fig. 4b). This 
also triggered significant energy amplification in regions 
around Annan, Yongan, Kaohsiung, and Linbian. The 
oscillation mode at 38  min presents a similar structure 
of the wave system but with high energy levels migrating 
southward (Figs.  6b, 7b). The spectrum of the Houbihu 
tide gauge included a spectral peak at 37.6  min, which 
is close to this value (Fig.  4b). As the period decreased 
from 38 to 20  min, the high energy wave system was 
shortened as some new nodes appeared along the west 
coast (Fig. 7c). The oscillation mode at 20 min had energy 

(9)Tn =
4L

(2n+ 1)
√

gh

amplification mainly concentrated in the regions around 
Kaohsiung, Linbian, Checheng and Houbihu tide gauges 
(Fig. 6c). This period was close to the spectral peak of the 
Houbihu tide gauge at 21.5 min (Fig. 4b). The oscillation 
mode at 18 min presents a high-energy wave with anti-
nodes that are mainly distributed inside the embayment 
between the Dongkung and Houbihu tide gauges, while 
a small part of the tsunami energy propagates over the 
Hengchun Peninsula and is transmitted to the east coast 
(Figs. 6d, 7d). This period was close to the spectral peaks 
of the Dongkung tide gauge at 18.8  min, the Houbihu 
tide gauge at 17.7  min, and the Chengkung tide gauge 
at 17.7  min (Fig.  4b). Similarly, the oscillation mode at 
15 min shows antinodes with apparent energy amplifica-
tion over the shelf along the coast of southwest Taiwan 
(Figs. 6e, 7e). This finding was consistent with the spectral 
peaks of the Dongkung tide gauge at 15.1 min (Fig. 4b). 
Unlike other modes, the oscillation period at 13  min 
presented relatively weak tsunami energy, with the high 
energy wave system appearing only around the Chech-
eng and Houbihu tide gauges (Figs.  6f, 7f ). In addition, 
at relatively shorter oscillation modes of 18 min, 15 min, 
and 13 min, an apparent high energy wave existed off the 
west coast in the Taiwan strait, where the phase angles 
changed continually. This finding indicates a mechanism 
of wave diffraction due to the shoaling effect during the 
passage of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake tsunami. Fur-
thermore, the phase angle migrated rapidly as the period 
decreased, because tsunami waves with a larger wave-
length can be transmitted in a smoother state (Ren et al. 
2022).

The tsunami wave patterns of the main oscillation 
modes reveal that the high energy tsunami waves mainly 
occurred along the west coast of southern Taiwan dur-
ing the 2006 Pingtung tsunami. The Hengchun Peninsula 
hinders transmission of the high-energy tsunami oscilla-
tion, and only some tsunami energy at certain periods can 
pass the obstacle to the east coast. To shed further light 
on the resonance characteristics of the 2006 tsunami in 
southern Taiwan, the maximum spectral amplitudes are 
calculated and plotted, as shown in Fig.  8a. Resonance 
amplification is concentrated along the west coast of Tai-
wan, which is similar to the maximum tsunami heights 
and current velocities simulated along the west coast 
(Fig. 8b, c). The tsunami reached the west coast from the 
southwestern direction after generation and was trapped 
directly over the continental shelf, resulting in resonant 
oscillation.

Conclusions
Tsunami resonance is a coastal behavior that may 
enhance coastal hazards with amplified tsunami heights 
and persistent oscillations in tsunamigenic areas, such 
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as southern Taiwan. In this study, numerical tsunami 
simulation and spatiotemporal analysis are applied to 
provide a better understanding of tsunami resonance 

and its oscillation patterns in southern Taiwan. The 
simulated tsunami, which was triggered by the modeled 
earthquake source of the 2006 Pingtung earthquake 

Fig. 6 Spectral amplitudes of resonant oscillation modes in the region of interest (grid‑2) from the 2006 Pingtung earthquakes. Green triangles 
represent tide gauges. White circles indicate the coastal site locations. The bathymetry contours are represented by black solid lines
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doublet, is exhibited. Fourier analyses were applied to 
modeled and observed time series at individual tide 
gauges to obtain the stationary spectral peaks for  the 
2006 Pingtung tsunami event. Spatiotemporal analyses 

were performed on the process time series of the simu-
lated tsunami wavefield in the region of southern Tai-
wan to calculate the spatially integrated spectra. The 
peaks of the spatially integrated spectra were compared 

Fig. 7 Phase angles of resonant oscillation modes in the region of interest (grid‑2) from the 2006 Pingtung earthquakes. Green triangles represent 
tide gauges. White circles indicate the coastal site locations. The bathymetry contours are represented by black solid lines
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to stationary spectral peaks to identify the main oscil-
lation modes of  the 2006 Pingtung tsunami event. The 
results suggested that the main oscillation modes of the 
2006 tsunami were at periods of  13, 15, 18, 20, 38, and 
50 min. The main oscillation periods of 13, 15, 18, and 
20  min are attributed to the tsunami source periods, 
whereas 38 and 50  min are likely affected by the local 
bathymetry.

The tsunami resonance analyses were conducted 
based on the identified main oscillation modes of  
the 2006 Pingtung  tsunami event. In the 2006 Ping-
tung tsunami, high-energy tsunami waves generally 
occurred along the west coast of southern Taiwan in 
most modes. Only the oscillation at a period of 18 min 
showed antinodes with energy amplification along the 
east coast. The propagation of the tsunami oscillation 
was prevented by the Hengchun Peninsula. This finding 
is attributed to the trapping of radiated tsunami energy 
over the continental shelf that extended in front of the 
west coast. Furthermore, the migration of the spectral 
amplitude distribution across the period domain also 
revealed that the energy amplification is a frequency-
dependent coastal behavior and is responsible for the 
large tsunami heights and strong tsunami-induced cur-
rent velocities.

This work demonstrated the resonance characteris-
tics and impacts of nearfield tsunamis in southern Tai-
wan caused by the 2006 Pingtung earthquake doublet; 
however, various sources of far-field tsunamis should 
also be included and investigated in future work. The 
findings of this study together with earlier studies ena-
ble coastal communities in tsunamigenic areas, such as 
southern Taiwan, to better interpret tsunami hazards 
for coastal planning and emergency management for a 
future tsunami.
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